
Each Concrete Nation Basin and Bath’s are comprised 
of natural materials. Each piece is unique to the next 
and has a visual patina, colour variation, surface 
variation and air pockets, of which these elements have 
been identified and talked to within this guide. These 
charecteristics have no bearing on the structural 
integrity of the product, nor should they be seen as 
defects. Each and every one of Concrete Nations 
products are one of a kind, beautiful, and will gain 

charecter over its lifetime. 

Should you have any questions regarding a variation 
you belive is outside of our guidelines, please email 
info@concretenation.com.au and we will be in touch.



Our Material
As award-winning, and globally renowned thought 

leaders within Architecturally Designed Concrete  

products, we have developed our own ultra-high 

performing concrete mix, using Glass Fibre 

Reinforcement. This specialised mix allows CN to 

continually push and test the boundaries in both 

form, function and texture whilst adding a sense of 

playfulness by incorporating a natural tinted oxide 

throughout, in return creating our bespoke and 

unique colour offering.

When purchasing a handcrafted natural product, no 

two products will ever be the same. Throughout this 

guide, we highlight characteristics which are 

normal, unique and are to be expected.  



Due to the nature of the nature of the casng process
here at Concrete Naon, air tends to become trapped
within the concrete, which can cause casng holes 
to form on the surface’s exterior. 





Exposed Fibres

Here at Concrete Nation our basins and baths 

are manufactured using Glass Fibre Reinforced 

Concrete [GFRC] In some cases, the Fibres may 

be visible within the surface of the concrete, 

these are not to be seen as structural defects, as 

the Fibres only add strength and reinforce our 

product further. 

Fibres are predominantly shown on our RAW 

by Concrete Nation collection due to the 

handpacked nature.  



Textural Flow Lines

Concrete being in a liquid state when poured, 

means that textural flow lines can be expected 

at times. These textural flow lines tend to be 

more visible when manufacturing our larger 

concrete products such as our Freestanding 

Baths, and Column Basins and are considered 

apart of the unique nature of our handcrafted 

concrete products.



Edge Patination

The imagery shown above are common 

characteristics found within our product range, 

as some require different moulds to others 

which results in a more distinguished texture. It 

is more commonly found on our bespoke 

Freestanding Baths, Pods and Column Basins, 

but is not limited to just these products. 


